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ECO FLOW LIMITER
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The Eco Flow Limiter is a device for controlling 
the flow of water through a fitting at a 
reasonably constant rate under variable supply  
pressures.

It works by allowing the incoming water 
pressure to deform an o-ring on its inlet side in 
such a way that greater pressures cause the 
o-ring to block a larger area of the outlet ports 
than would be the case at lower pressures.

To function correctly it is essential that the Eco 
Flow Limiter be inserted into the water-way 
such that the functional o-ring is on the 
upstream side.   See figure  

When the  flow regulator is fitted in a 
compression fitting it is important to fit the 
regulator in the correct way as shown in figure 
2/2a.

Flow rate

L6935NU (pink) 4 L/min +/- 10%

S8011NU (grey) 6 L/min +/- 10%

When fitting on the downstream end of a 
compression fitting (Fig 2) ensure the o-ring is 
seated fully in the visible rebate around the 
edge of the regulator.  Use the tip of a small 
screwdriver or similar to achieve this.  Ensure 
the tail of the pipe is not fouling the regulator 
(shorten if required) and tighten the 
compression fitting as normal.

PRODUCTS COVERED

L6935NU  4 LPM ECOFLOW LIMITERS - PAIR

ECOFLOW LIMITERS - PAIRS8011NU  6 LPM 

Figure 2  Fitting in downstream end of compression fitting
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Figure 2a  Fitting in upstream end of a compression fitting
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Figure 1  Fitting in inlet tail
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